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riooapitnlationi

Th* Oogtor was called to tlie Snowy Mountaina

Soheiae by the Gowenuoent to help solve the

Bfysteiy of a monster^ or sea serpent y that was

wandering the lakes and tunnels. Several times

the Sogtor caught a glimpse of a fflouster; but

every time it got away before he could see it

properly or speak to it. fhen he come to a

weird-looking lookout on the edge of the lake, am

paid |tis sixpence to climb to the platform for a

look through a telescope.

(singing) fhe flying Dogtor

"  pj, ^
'  Dogtor climbed to the top of the strange

lookout tower, dodging cobwebs as he went. On the

platform at the top ho found on old telescope,

and he looked into it, swinging it round the view

of the lake. All he could see was the sieooth

blue water, with a fishing boat or two in the

distance, and an occasional outboard whizzing

ps«t

/ sipEHDBOAT FAINI. UP & FADE
—'¥he~JDogtor- searched the water for a sign of a

oc/y

serpent .V>K ilnother speedboat passed

SPISEDBOAT
V*

The Dogtor kept looking something was

worrying him. Of course! The driver of that

last speedboatl Somehhw ho seemed familiar

that anokey look. The Dogtor swung the telescope

_ _ after the boat, but all he could see now was the
/  u,rCf) \ white spray behind it.

j  ®tit he was certain now that the driver had been
I  ̂ \ none other than Crafty Carson Carpetbag^

iii Dogtor resumed watchl^th^ water and
I  ̂ I time later - he^trdightened up and

stared harder.. For he saw a great loop of shiny

black skin rising out of the water. Then

another loop and another and they seemed

to have come out of a black hdle in the side of

the bank, almost overgrown by bushes.

"Humtn," mused the Flying Dogtor. "There's

Something familiar about those loops. Can it be

Crafty in disguise?"

lie left the platform, hurried down the ladder and

ever to the shore. He was able to get a closer

look at the end of the serpent's tail before it

disappeared nnder water. Was it real, or was it

\



jaPIiaODi; 49 contd. Crafty? Tl» Dogtor could not b® certain. Bit no*

he hod on idea how he eould find out ^ iwvwu/if
Q

Ifext dajy after further inYeetigations, the Flying

Dogtor wae back in[t^ office of Sir fhoBMte Fersiony
the Minister of Fishery.

•^Sir Bwsuts," the Dogtor saidf "1 belioTe 1 nay have

solwed the secret of your lalce. But 1 i»ed your help

to proYO it."

"Anythingt ny dear Dogtor!" said Sir Thomas.

So the Dogtor asked for a mudber of things t a team

of fishemen, the biggest fishing net they could findy

two fast fishing boats, an enomous canras bag

mdsic~~T
•^ter that afternoon all these things wore made rea^

at the side of the lake, waiting for the Flying

Dogtor's orders.

The Dogtor described his plan to Sir Thomas Persian

by drawing on a nap. —

l^h fishing boatjj^be e:q>lained]^would take one end
of the fishing net and drag it across the lake. The

Dogtor would direct them from the air. They would

driwe the Merpent be^k into the hole in the side of

the bank

This hole connected with the opening in the roof of

the tnnnel which the Dogtor had found, and the

enorBMUs canwas bag was now^plnced ower the opening,

so that the Serpent would fall into it and be

trapped. Then the Dogtor could examine the monster.

Sir Thonos was pleased. "Splendid," he said.

"Do call me when it*s all over."

n iJr(^WSIC DISSOLVE TO DOGTiill'S
The Flying Dogtor flev over the lake, back and forth,

starching the water, and at last he saw, deep under

the rippled surface, the long wavy form of the giant

serpent. lie radioed to the fishermen, who palled

their net slowly around, "Gently!" the Dogtor

almost whispered into the radio* "If we frighten it,

\|y it may do ai»ythingj"
(singing) The Flying Dogtor

VOICE OVER END XITUa»

Will the Dogtor's plan succeed in catching the

serpent? And what is the iqystery behind this

strange monster of the lake? Don't miss the exciting

new develepsnnts in the next episode of -

(singing) The Flying Dogtor


